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Quasiclassical dynamics of the I 2–Ne2 vibrational predissociation:
A comparison with experiment

A. Garcı́a-Vela, J. Rubayo-Soneira,a) G. Delgado-Barrio, and P. Villarreal
Instituto de Matema´ticas y Fı́sica Fundamental, C.S.I.C., Serrano 123, 28006 Madrid, Spain

~Received 29 December 1995; accepted 27 February 1996!

The vibrational predissociation dynamics of the I2(B,v) –Ne2 complex is investigated for several
vibrational levels of I2, using a quasiclassical trajectory approach. The time evolution of the
population of nascent I2 fragments is calculated. A model is proposed which reproduces the results
of the classical trajectories, and allows to obtain the lifetimes associated with the dissociation of the
two van der Waals~vdW! bonds. The classical lifetimes are higher in general than the experimental
ones of Zewail and co-workers@J. Chem. Phys.97, 8048~1992!#. The classical method appears to
overestimate mechanisms of energy redistribution between the modes, which slow down the
dissociation of the cluster. However, the behavior of the lifetimes with the initial iodine vibrational
excitation is in very good agreement with experiment. A sequential path of fragmentation of the two
weak bonds via direct predissociation is found to dominate, producing I2~B,v–2!12Ne fragments.
Although with smaller probability, alternative dissociation paths are observed involving statistical
mechanisms of internal energy redistribution. In these paths, the energy initially transferred by the
iodine heats the vdW modes without breaking the complex. Further energy transfer produces either
simultaneous or sequential dissociation of the two weak bonds in a rather evaporative way,
populating the v–2 and v–3 exit channels. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~96!01421-3#

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade the experimental time-resolved pump–
probe techniques have experienced an enormous advance in
its application to the field of chemical reaction dynamics.1–11

This type of experiments make posible to follow in real time
the course of a reaction occurring in the picosecond or even
in the subpicosecond time scale. Detailed information on the
time evolution of a chemical process provides a great deal of
physical insight about the dynamics involved and how the
reaction proceeds. In addition, time-resolved data may
complement other type of dynamical information like that
obtained by frecuency domain spectroscopic experiments.

A large variety of chemical species has been studied by
means of real-time techniques, ranging from small clusters of
rare-gas atoms with chemical impurities5 to molecules em-
bedded in condensed-matter environments like rare-gas
solutions8 or matrices.11 Among them, cluster systems com-
posed of several rare-gas atoms weakly bound to a molecule
acting as a cromophore, present several interesting features.
By gradually increasing the cluster size it is possible to es-
tablish a bridge between the gas-phase limit and the
condensed-matter regime. It allows to investigate fundamen-
tal questions like the mechanisms of energy transfer from the
electronically or vibrationally excited chemical bond~or
bonds! to the solvent; the influence of the weak solvation
interactions on the molecule dissociation; and the effect of
caging and recombination of the chemical impurity induced
by the solvent.8

Clusters with a halogen diatomic molecule weakly
bound to a one or more rare-gas atoms have been extensively
investigated by means of frequency-domain
experiments.12–15 The pioneering experiments of Levy and
co-workers on I2–Hen ~n51–3!16 and I2–Nen ~n51–7!17

measured binding energies, predissociation linewidths and
lifetimes, and spectral band shifts in order to explore the
structure, possible coordination effects, and energy transfer
mechanisms in these systems. The dynamics of complexes
with diatomic molecules different than I2, like Br2–Nen
~n51–3!,18 ICl–Nen ~n51–5!,19 Cl2–Nen ~n51–3!20

Cl2–Hen ~n51–2!,21 was also investigated. The character-
ization of rare-gas–halogen potentials has been also the sub-
ject of several experiments.22–24

The great deal of experimental work above mentioned
has generated a rich body of dynamical information in the
frequency domain. Consequently, the theoretical analysis of
this information has been carried out mostly using time-
independent methodologies. Exact close-coupling calcula-
tions on several triatomic systems have been reported in the
literature.25–27 Unfortunately, exact quantum methods are
limited by the fact that the computational effort required
grows very rapidly with the number of system modes. Sev-
eral approximate methods have been suggested including
golden rule approaches27,28 and a variety of sudden
approximations.29–32The appearance of time-domain experi-
mental data, along with the development of techniques to
solve efficiently the time-dependent Scho¨dinger
equation33–36 gave a great impulse to the use of time-
dependent approaches. Exact37–40 and approximate41–47

time-dependent methods have been applied to van der Waals
clusters, most of them triatomic and tetraatomic systems.

a!Permanent address: I.S.P. de La Habana, Facultad de Ciencias, c/108 No.
29E08 entre 29E y 29F, Marianao, Apdo. Postal 550, Ciudad Habana,
Cuba.
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In a series of papers5 Zewail and co-workers have re-
ported real-time experiments on the vibrational predissocia-
tion ~VP! of the I2–Nen ~n51–4! clusters. Using picosecond
pump–probe~LIF! and molecular beam techniques,48 they
measured the state-to-state rates of VP for specific vibra-
tional levels of the diatomic by monitoring the rise of na-
scent I2 along time. These experiments explored the transi-
tion from the ‘‘small molecule’’ case~the triatomic complex!
to the ‘‘large molecule’’ regime~clusters with several rare-
gas atoms!.

In the small I2–Ne cluster the predissociation dynamics
is basically dominated by the coupling between the vibra-
tionally excited I2 stretching mode and the reactive, dissoci-
ating vdW stretching mode.46 In the case of I2–Nen clusters
with n.1, the diatomic cromophore is coupled to dissociat-
ing modes and also to a number of nondissociating ‘‘bath
modes’’ which increases withn, and may play an important
role in the dynamics. In fact, the mechanism of cluster dis-
sociation can be affected by these bath modes, potential ac-
ceptors of the I2 vibrational energy.

Roughly speaking one can think of two limiting types of
fragmentation mechanisms. One of such types is the so-
called ‘‘sequential mechanism,’’ through which the vdW
bonds break directly one at a time via VP. This mechanism
could imply a direct flux of the I2 vibrational energy to the
reactive modes, and a rather weak effect of the bath modes in
the fragmentation process, similarly to the case of the tri-
atomic complex. The other limiting situation is a mechanism
of statistical nature. The I2 moiety can loose energy which
redistributes to both the reactive and nonreactive modes,
‘‘heating’’ the cluster and being inefficient to produce direct
fragmentation. Then dissociation of the rare-gas atoms can
occur by VP, evaporation, or both. Strong couplings of the I2
cromophore to the nonreactive vdW modes would be the
origin of a statistical mechanism of dissociation. Competi-
tion between the sequential and the statistical mechanism is
also possible. In this light, it is interesting to investigate how
and to what extent the cluster size~and therefore the number
of bath modes! can affect the mechanism of fragmentation.

The aim of this work is to investigate the VP dynamics
of the I2–Ne2 cluster and the mechanism through which it
occurs. The time-resolved data of Zewail and co-workers
pose a strong motivation for a theoretical study of this com-
plex. To this purpose, a quasiclassical molecular dynamics
~MD! treatment has been applied which uses the initial state
calculated quantum mechanically to select the initial condi-
tions, and then runs classical trajectories to analyze the dy-
namics. A quantum dynamical treatment of a four-atom sys-
tem including the full dimensionality, even for zero total
angular momentum becomes extremely costly. Classical MD
simulations make the problems tractable, and provide at the
very least a qualitative insight on the dynamics.

Quasiclassical studies of clusters like I2–Hen and I2–Nen
~n51–9! were carried out earlier by the authors,49,50assum-
ing a restricted configuration where some of the bending
modes were frozen at their equilibrium positions. In these
works energy redistribution~IVR! was found to play a sig-
nificant role with increasing cluster size. In a recent study51 a

new potential energy surface was developed by fitting it to
the experimental data of Ref. 5~a!, and was applied to inves-
tigate the VP of the I2(B,v) –Ne complex. The present work
is the continuation of that of Ref. 51 using the new potential
surface for I2–Ne2, and including all the modes correspond-
ing to zero total angular momentum.

The organization of the paper is the following. In Sec. II
we briefly describe the potential surface and the quasiclassi-
cal methodology applied. In Sec. III the results are presented
and discussed. Finally, in Sec. IV some conclusions are
drawn.

II. QUASICLASSICAL METHODOLOGY

The VP process in the I2–Ne2 cluster occurs upon laser
excitation from the ground state to a well-defined vibrational
levelv(vÞ0) in the electronicB state of I2 cromophore. The
metastable stateI 2* (B,v) –Ne2 prepared in this way decays
to a dissociation continuum giving the products
I2(B,v85v–m)12Ne, wherem>2. Thus to a good approxi-
mation, this process can be modeled as taking place on a
single potential-energy surface, that of theB state. This as-
sumption is made in our calculations.

A. Potential-energy surface

TheB state potential surface for the I2–Ne2 cluster was
represented as an addition of atom–atom interactions

V5VI2
1VI2–Ne1

1VI2–Ne2
1VNe1–Ne2

.

For theVI2
interaction potential the analytical form reported

in Ref. 52 was used.53 This potential was inverted from ul-
trafast laser experiments by analyzing the coherences of the
wave packet in the temporal transients of the I2 molecule.
Regarding theVI2–Nei

potentials, they were expressed as a
sum of two I–Nei interactions,

VI2–Nei
5VI–Nei

1VI1Nei
,

where eachVI–Nei
interaction is described by a Morse func-

tion. The corresponding Morse parameters were fitted with a
quantum-mechanical method in order to reproduce the ex-
perimental lifetimes of the I2–Ne complex reported in Ref.
5~a!. The fitting of this potential has been described
elsewhere51 and will not be discussed here. Finally, a Morse
function was also used for the Ne–Ne interaction whose pa-
rameters were obtained by fitting the more complicate ana-
lytical form of Aziz and Slaman.54 All the Morse potential
parameters are listed in Table I.

TABLE I. Morse potential parameters used in this work.

D ~cm21! a ~Å21! Req ~Å!

I–Ne 40.75 1.56 4.36
Ne–Ne 29.36 2.088 3.091
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B. Classical Hamiltonian and method

In the classical treatment of I2–Ne2 applied in this work
bond coordinates~r ,R1,R2! have been used, wherer is the
vector associated with the I–I bond, andR1,R2 are the vec-
tors between the I2 center of mass and the two Ne atoms,
respectively. In these coordinates the classical Hamiltonian
can be expressed as

H5
Pr
2

2m I2

1
P1
2

2m I2–Ne
1

P2
2

2m I2–Ne
1
P1–P2
2mI

1V~r ,R1,R2!,

~1!

wherePr , P1, andP2 are the conjugate momenta associated
with r , R1, andR2, respectively, andm I2

5 mI/2, m I2–Ne

5 2mImNe/(2mI 1 mNe) are the corresponding reduced
masses. By choosing a body-fixed frame with thez-axis al-
ways coinciding with ther direction, and using a polar co-
ordinate representation whereRi5(Ri ,u i ,f i), the Hamil-
tonian in the case of total angular momentumJ50 takes the
more specific form

H ~J50!5
1

2m I2
FPr

21
j2

r 2G1
1

2m I2–Ne
FPR1

2 1
l1
2

R1
2G

1
1

2m I2–Ne
FPR2

2 1
l2
2

R2
2G1

P1–P2
2mI

1VI2
~r !

1VI2–Ne
~r ,R1 ,u1!1VI2–Ne

~r ,R2 ,u2!

1VNe–Ne~R1 ,R2 ,cosg!, ~2!

being

l1
05Pu1

2 1
Pf
2

sin2 u1
, ~3!

l2
25Pu2

2 1
Pf
2

sin2 u2
, ~4!

j25 l1
21 l2

21 l1–l25Pu1
2 1Pu2

2 12Pu1
Pu2

cosf22

3sin fS cosu2
sin u2

Pu1
1
cosu1
sin u1

Pu2DPf1S 1

sin2 u1

1
1

sin2 u2
22 cosf

cosu1 cosu2
sin u1 sin u2

22DPf
2 , ~5!

f5f12f2 ,

cosg5sin u1 sin u2 cosf1cosu1 cosu2 ,

P1–P25PR1
PR2

cosg2
cosf

R1R2 sin u1 sin u2
Pf
21

cosu1 cosu2 cosf1sin u1 sin u2
R1R2

Pu1
Pu2

1
sin u1 cosu2 cosf2cosu1 sin u2

R2
PR1

Pu2
1
cosu1 sin u2 cosf2sin u1 cosu2

R1
PR2

Pu1

2
sin u1 sin f

R2 sin u2
PR1

Pf2
sin u2 sin f

R1 sin u1
PR2

Pf2
cosu1 sin f

R1R2 sin u2
Pu1

Pf2
cosu2 sin f

R1R2 sin u1
Pu2

Pf .

From the Hamiltonian of Eq.~2! the corresponding Hamilton
equations are derived and integrated using a GEAR algo-
rithm with a variable time step. Trajectories are run up to a
maximum time of 600 ps. A vdW bond is considered disso-
ciated when the corresponding distanceRi reaches 12 Å.
Energy conservation of the trajectories is of the order of 1028

cm21.

C. Initial conditions

Prior to study the dynamics it is necessary to character-
ize the initial resonance state of the cluster, e.g., to generate
a set of initial conditions from which the classical trajectories
will start. In the quasiclassical treatment employed here each
resonance state studied has been calculated variationally in-
cluding the full dimensionality~six degrees of freedom! of
the I2–Ne2 complex

55 for J50. A diabatic separation of the
I2 vibration was assumed, but the full coupling between all
the vdW modes was taken into account in the variational

calculation. This diabatic separation is justified because of
the frequency mismatch between the diatomic and the vdW
vibrations. From the resonance wave function calculated this
way, the quantum-mechanical probability distributions for all
the modes are obtained and used to weight the initial posi-
tions selected by random sampling.55~b!

Once the initial positions have been selected, the initial
momenta can be calculated. The approximation of consider-
ing an isolated I2 molecule is again assumed to calculatePr ,
which is expressed as

Pr56A2m I2
@Ev2VI2

~r !#,

whereEv is the energy of the diatomic vibrational levelv,
and the value ofr has been previously generated with the
corresponding quantum probability distribution. The initial
angular momentaPu1

, Pu2
, andPf were obtained by solving

the system of Eqs.~3!–~5!. Sets ofl 1, l 2, and j values were
randomly selected following the distributions of the quantum
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initial resonance state, and introduced in the above system of
equations. Only the values which fulfill the restriction
u l 12 l 2u, j, l 11 l 2 were accepted in order to ensure a total
angular momentumJ50 for the initial conditions. Finally,
the PR1

andPR2
initial values were calculated with the ex-

pression

PRi
56A2m I2–Ne

@E0
~v !2VI2–Ne

~r ,Ri ,u i !#,

whereE0
(v) is the vdW ground state energy of the triatomic

I2–Ne system in a I2 vibrational levelv.
In the calculation of the initial momenta described above

energy contribution of theVNe–Nepotential term has not been
considered. This causes the I2–Ne2 resonance energy associ-
ated with the initial conditions generated above to be slightly
different from that calculated quantum mechanically. Unfor-
tunately it is not possible to separate the energy contribution
of VNe–Nein order to distribute it among the vdW modes. To
include this energy contribution in the initial conditions we
adopted here the approximation of randomly sharing it be-
tween the vdW stretching momenta,PR1

and PR2
. In this

way, the energy of the initial conditions now matches the
quantum resonance energy. The directions~the 6 sign! of
the momenta were also selected at random.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Vibrational predissociation lifetimes

The vibrational predissociation dynamics of the
I2(B,v) –Ne2 cluster has been studied for several vibrational
levels of I2 in the rangev517–23. A set of 1000 trajectories
was integrated for each vibrational excitation. From the tra-
jectories corresponding to each vibrational levelv one can
obtain the quantityNND(t)/NI , whereNND(t) is the number
of nondissociated trajectories at timet, andNT is the total
number of trajectories. By dissociated trajectories we mean
those trajectories in which total dissociation of the two vdW
bonds occurs, leading to I2 as one of the products. Trajecto-
ries where only one weak bond has broken are considered
nondissociated ones. Thus the magnitude
P(t)512NND(t)/NT represents the probability of nascent I2
formation with time, and it is displayed in Figs. 1–3 for the
v517, v520, andv523 initial vibrational levels of iodine,
respectively. The most prominent feature of the calculated
population curves of nascent I2 is that they take a period of
several picoseconds to begin to rise from zero. The longer is
the lifetime associated with an initial vibrational level, the
longer is the time delay in the rise of the corresponding
population curve. After that time a nearly exponential rise is
found for all the curves.

A similar result was obtained in quasiclassical calcula-
tions of the I2(B,v) –Ne vibrational predissociation.

51 In that
work, the origin of the slow down in the I2–Ne fragmenta-
tion was attributed to energy exchange mechanisms between
the I2 and the vdW modes. Through these mechanisms, the
energy would flow between the chemical and the weak bonds
in the two directions, in a continuous~not quantized! fashion
along the process. Classically, the I2 subunit may loose only

a fraction of a quantum of vibrational energy, which is not
enough to break the vdW bond. This leaves the complex
temporarily in a state where the vdW modes are partially
excited and the iodine partially de-excited. Such a state is
probably more inefficient to produce dissociation than the
initial resonance one, and eventually the energy returns to I2
before it has time to loose the additional energy needed to
dissociate the vdW bond. The result is an increase in the
lifetime of the complex. In addition, zero-point energy ef-
fects were found to play in the same direction in Ref. 51. The
vdW modes may eventually fall below their zero-point level,
transferring energy to the diatomic molecule, which is thus
slightly excited over its initial levelv. Again the complex in
this state is likely to have a longer lifetime.

The effects discussed above are mainly originated in the
limitations inherent to the classical methodology applied,
and cause an overestimation of the energy exchange mecha-
nisms between the different modes. As a consequence, the

FIG. 1. Probability of nascent I2 formation versus time for thev517 initial
vibrational excitation of I2. The circles represent the calculated trajectories,
and the solid line corresponds to a fit to Eq.~11! using the model described
in the text.

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 but for thev520 initial vibrational excitation of
iodine.
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fragmentation process is artificially delayed. Such a behav-
ior, manifested in the triatomic cluster, is found to be more
pronounced in the I2–Ne2 predissociation dynamics pre-
dicted classically. This is not surprising since, similarly to
the physical~nonartificial! energy exchange mechanisms, the
effect of the artificial ones is expected to increase with in-
creasing number of modes and couplings between them. The
fact that the time delay displayed in Figs. 1–3 depends on
the initial resonance state studied, and therefore on the spe-
cific couplings associated with that state, supports the above
argument.

A detailed analysis of the trajectories calculated shows
the following situation. Dissociation of one vdW bond oc-
curs in most of the trajectories~>99%! within the time of
integration, for all the iodine vibrational excitations studied.
A delay in the formation of nascent I2–Ne complexes is al-
ready detected at this stage. However, the number of trajec-
tories leading to final I2 products decreases appreciably,
more significantly for the lower diatomic vibrational excita-
tions, as shown in Figs. 1–3. This is explained because some
of the trajectories take a long time until the first weak bond
breaks, and then the maximum time of integration is reached
before dissociation of the second vdW bond. In addition,
following the discussion given above, the nascent I2–Ne in-
termediate complexes may be produced in energy states
rather inefficient for further dissociation. The result is that
the curves of Figs. 1–3 exhibit a time delay associated with
a markedly nonexponential rise. As a consequence, these
curves cannot be fitted neither to a single exponential rising
function, nor to a sum of two exponentials, each of them
describing the dissociation of one vdW bond.5~c!

In order to reproduce the results of the calculated trajec-
tories we have applied the following kinetic model:

N4

g

n4→
a

N3→
b

N2 , ~6!

where N4 is the population of the tetraatomic complex
I2(B,v) –Ne2 initially prepared, andN3 andN2 are the popu-

lations of the nascent I2(B,v8,v) –Ne and I2(B,v9,v) spe-
cies, respectively. Byn4 we denote an intermediate state of
I2–Ne2 where the iodine has transferred a fraction of a quan-
tum of vibrational energy to the vdW modes. In Eq.~6! a, b,
andg are the rate constants associated with the three steps
involved. The double arrow connectingN4 andn4 symbol-
izes the energy exchange mechanisms by which the energy
can flow from the I2 stretch vibration to the weak modes, and
viceversa. To simplify the model we have assumed the same
rateg for the two directions of this energy flow.

In our model, the time evolution of the above popula-
tions is governed by the following first-order coupled equa-
tions:

dN4

dt
52gN41gn4 , ~7a!

dn4
dt

5gN42gn42an4 , ~7b!

dN3

dt
5an42bN3 , ~7c!

dN2

dt
5bN3 , ~7d!

with the initial conditions N4(t50)51,
n4(t50)5N3(t50)5N2(t50)50. Solution of Eqs.~7! is
given by

N4~ t !5
e2Qt

2q F S q1
a

2 Deqt1S q2
a

2 De2qtG , ~8!

n4~ t !5
g

2q
e2Qt~eqt2e2qt!, ~9!

N3~ t !5Ae2bt1
ag

2q F e2~Q2q!t

q2Q1b
1

e2~Q1q!t

q1Q2bG , ~10!

and

N2~ t !512N4~ t !2n4~ t !2N3~ t !, ~11!

where

Q5g1~a/2!,

q5S g21
a2

4 D 1/2,
A5

ag

~b2Q!22q2
.

The functionN2(t) of Eq. ~11!, which depends on the
three ratesa, b, andg describes the time evolution of the
nascent I2 population. A least squares fit of the rising curves
obtained from the calculated trajectories toN2(t) provides
the rate constants for dissociation of the two vdW bonds. The
fitting curves are shown along with the classical ones in Figs.
1–3 for v517, v520, andv523, respectively. The fits are
reasonably good in the whole range of time integration, thus
indicating that the model suggested reproduces the main fea-
tures of the classical results.

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 1 but for thev523 initial vibrational excitation of
iodine.
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The dissociation lifetimes of each weak bond of the
I2–Ne2 complex are related to the inverse of the ratesa and
b,

t15
1

a
,t25

1

b
,

wheret1 corresponds to the first dissociated bond andt2 to
the second one. Such lifetimes are presented in Table II
along with the experimental ones. They are also plotted in
Fig. 4 versus the I2 vibrational level for the sake of compari-
son. A qualitative agreement is found between the experi-
ment and the calculations. The calculatedt1 values are
clearly overestimated, while those oft2 are in general closer
to the experimental data. A possible reason is that part of the

time delay associated to the stepN4

g
n4 in our model, is

absorbed in the lifetime of the first bond dissociation, which
therefore increases.

Despite the fact that the comparison between the present
results and the experiment is only qualitative, we stress that
the variation of the lifetimes with the iodine vibrational level
is predicted in very good agreement with the experimental
one. The same result was found in previous classical calcu-
lations on the I2–Ne cluster.51 It reflects that in this case

classical mechanics is able to predict at least the general
features of the dynamics in agreement with experiment. A
quantitative description of more specific magnitudes can be
prevented, however, by the limitations of the classical meth-
odology.

B. Dissociation mechanisms

As pointed out in Sec. I to this article, one of the most
interesting issues about the predissociation of I2–Ne2 con-
cerns the characterization of the mechanism through which
fragmentation occurs. Two basic paths are possible in prin-
ciple. In one of them the two weak bonds would break se-
quentially, via direct predissociation. The other path would
involve internal energy redistribution~IVR! mechanisms of
statistical nature between the modes, prior to the complex
fragmentation. For the iodine vibrational excitations studied
here, one vibrational quantum of energy is required to disso-
ciate each vdW bond of I2–Ne2. It means that in the sequen-
tial mechanism the I2 moiety should loose two vibrational
quanta in order to dissociate the cluster. In the case of the
statistical path of dissociation the diatomic molecule should
transfer more than two quanta, since part of the energy is
redistributed between the vdW modes, being inefficient to
cause dissociation.

Our calculations show that the dominating exit channel
is v22 for all the vibrational levels studied, with a probabil-
ity >90%. Actually, the fraction of trajectories leading to the
channelv–3 ranges from 0.2% forv517 up to;11% for
v523. A quantization criterion of the classical I2 vibrational
energy has been applied to carry out the above estimation.
Following this criterion, those trajectories in which the io-
dine looses more thann–1/2 vibrational quanta are assigned
to the v–n exit channel. The increasing population of the
v–3 channel with the vibrational excitation of I2 is consistent
with decreasing dissociation lifetimes as the initial levelv
increases.

The above results indicate that the sequential path domi-
nates in the predissociation of I2–Ne2, although IVR mecha-
nisms take place to some extent for high initial vibrational
excitations. This is in agreement with the findings of recent
quantum-mechanical calculations using a model of four de-
grees of freedom for the I2–Ne2 cluster.

40,47 In a sequential
mechanism via direct predissociation, the probability of the
first vdW bond breaking is expected to be about two times
that of the second one, which implies thatt1;t2/2. Such a
behavior is found in the experimental data.5~c! In our results
of Table II a similar trend also emerges, although in a less
clear way. This is likely to be due to the classical overesti-
mation of thet1 values as a consequence of the artificial
energy exchange mechanisms.

In addition to the main dissociation path, the sequential
one through direct predissociation, alternative fragmentation
mechanisms are found in our calculations, which are related
to IVR effects. One of them involves simultaneous breaking
of the two weak bonds. Such a mechanism may lead either to
I212Ne or I21Ne2 products. The iodine may transfer one
quantum of vibrational energy which redistributes among the

TABLE II. Calculated and experimental lifetimes associated with the first
~t1! and the second~t2! vdW bond dissociation, for the different vibrational
levels of I2 studied. The experimental error is also included in the table.

v t1
cal ~ps! t1

exp ~ps! t2
cal ~ps! t2

exp ~ps!

17 107.7 8468 220.1 165612
18 83.8 6565 165.9 13969
19 77.3 4764 109.5 9764
20 62.7 4162 88.0 9164
21 53.3 3865 75.1 8665
22 40.6 2363 73.9 7665
23 34.4 1963 59.8 4465

FIG. 4. Calculated~solid lines! and experimental~dashed lines! predisso-
ciation lifetimes associated with the first~circles! and second~squares! vdW
bond breaking, versus the iodine vibrational levelv. Error bars are displayed
for the experimental data.
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vdW modes, heating the complex without producing disso-
ciation at all. Then, further transfer and redistribution of a
second quantum, or even a third one produces the final dis-
sociation of the complex into the above fragments. The prob-
ability of this dissociation path is rather small, ranging from
0.6% ~v517! to 1% ~v523! of Ne2 products, and from 1%
~v517! to 2.3% ~v523! of simultaneous formation of
I21Ne1Ne fragments. We note that a small probability
~;1%! of finding Ne2 diatomics has also been predicted by
quantum calculations40 in the same range of I2 vibrational
levels.

A fragmentation path which involves a combination of
IVR effects and sequential dissociation is also observed in
the calculations reported here. It accounts for most of the
trajectories dissociating through the channelv–3. In this
case the transfer of the first I2 vibrational quantum excites
the complex as in the simultaneous breaking mechanism, and
then two additional quanta dissociate the vdW bonds sequen-
tially.

The alternative fragmentation paths discussed above
could be interpreted as evaporation phenomena, where the
dissociation of the complex is due to statistical energy redis-
tribution rather than to direct vibrational predissociation. The
experimental observation of nascent I2(v85v–3) species
seems to point in this direction.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The vibrational predissociation of the I2(B,v) –Ne2 com-
plex has been studied in the rangev517–23 of I2 vibrational
excitations. A quasiclassical method is used which select the
initial conditions from the quantum distributions of the initial
resonance state. From the integrated trajectories the variation
of the nascent I2 fragment population with time is calculated.
A significant time delay is found in the rise of the population
curves, which increases with decreasing iodine initial vibra-
tional level. The delay in the predissociation process is due
mainly to artificial energy exchange mechanisms between
the chemical and the vdW modes. These mechanisms are
originated in limitations of the classical method, like the lack
of quantization of the energy transferred, and zero-point en-
ergy effects. Through such mechanisms the energy of the
system, initially in a resonance state, is relocated in a differ-
ent energy state which is more inefficient to produce disso-
ciation of the complex.

A first-order kinetic model has been proposed in order to
rationalize the results obtained from the classical trajectories.
In this model the dissociation of I2–Ne is assumed to occur
in three steps. In a first step the system undergoes energy
transfer from the I2 subunit to the vdW degrees of freedom,
and vice versa. This step accounts for the artificial energy
exchange mechanisms causing the time delay in the dissocia-
tion. In a second and third step dissociation of the two vdW
bonds take place. The nascent I2 populations calculated with
this model are found to fit reasonably well those obtained
from the classical trajectories in the range of time studied.
This supports the assumptions introduced in the model.

Lifetimes associated with the dissociation of the two

weak bonds have been calculated from the I2 population
curves fitted with the kinetic model. They are found to be in
qualitative agreement with the experimental ones. The clas-
sical lifetimes are in general overestimated with respect to
the experimental values, as a consequence of the artificial
time delay. However, the behavior of the calculated lifetimes
with the I2 vibrational excitation appears to be in very good
accord with that observed experimentally. Therefore, classi-
cal mechanics is able to reproduce the general behavior of
the dynamics in the present case, but it fails at a quantitative
level of description.

Mechanistic issues were also investigated in this work.
A sequential fragmentation path via direct predissociation
leading to I2(B,v85v22)12Ne products is found to be the
dominating one for all the vibrational levels studied. This
result agrees both with experimental data and with quantum
calculations on this system.

Additional paths of dissociation are also predicted by the
calculations. They are related to statistical IVR mechanisms,
by means of which the energy initially transferred by the I2
heats the vdW modes, but do not cause dissociation. An
excited intermediate complex@I2(B,v85v21)2Ne2#* is
formed as a result. Further energy transfer from the chemical
bond may produce:~a! Simultaneous breaking of the two
vdW bonds to yield either I2(B,v8)12Ne or I2(B,v8)1Ne2
products, withv85v–2,v–3; ~b! Sequential dissociation of
the cluster into I2(B,v85v23)12Ne fragments. The forma-
tion of Ne2 diatomics is also predicted by quantum results,
which seems to confirm the existence of alternative reaction
paths involving IVR effects.

The probability of this type of evaporation mechanisms
is still small as compared to that of the dominating sequential
dissociation path, in the case of I2–Ne2. However, it is ex-
pected to grow for larger cluster sizes involving an increas-
ing number of vdW bath modes. Investigation on this line
merits further work.
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